Abstract. A recent result of Makagon and Salehi [7] is applied to obtain a sufficient condition for the concordance of the Wold decomposition and the spectral measure decomposition of Banadrspace-valued stationary processes.
for a stationary process with multiplicity one is given (cf. Proposition 7 below) in a recent paper of Makagon and Salehi [7] . If we connect the technics applied in [4] with the result of [7] , we get the sufficient condition for the Wold-Cram6r concordance, but for initial Banach-space-valued stationary process is formulated below.
In this paper, N , Z and .I( stand for positive integers, all integers and the unit circle of the complex plane, respectively. By B(K) we denote the family of Borel subsets of K and by m the normed Lebesgue measure ot K . Let B be a complex Banach space with the dual space B* and ä be a complex Hilbert space with the inner produ"t (.,') and the norm ll.ll. We denote by L(8,ä) 
(ii) M(X') and M(X") are orthogonal, (iii) for each lc €. Z , M1,(X") *d Mx(X") a^re contained in M1,(X), (iv) X" is regular and X" is singular.
The above decomposition is unique. Namely, J(,(e) : p_*X(le) and X"(k) : X(,t) -X'(å), where P--is the orthogonal projection onto M_*(X).
In particular, it follows that M(X") : M-*(X) and M(X,) : M(X) O M_*(X).
The following definition of multiplicity of a stationary process ii given in [Z] . Proof. We denote X'(k) : P"X(k), X'(k) : P"X(h), where Po, P" are the orthogonal projections oa M'(X), M"(X), respectively. Since M"(X), M"(X) reduce the shift operator U, both Xl and X2 are stationary processes with the same shift operator U . Let F" be a spectral measure of Xl and -F'" the spectral measure of. X2. By Lemma4, F" 11 m, F"Lm. Moreover, because every process X, is regular by assumption. By Lemma 6(i) it follows that every process X, has multiplicity one. Let now X : X'* X' be the Wold decomposition of a process X as in Theorem 1. We denote by Fyr the spectral measure of the process X' and by Fx" the spectral measure of X'. Since M(X') and M(X') are orthogonal subspaces and reduce the shift operator U , we get .t' : Fxr * F;s as in the proof of Lemma 5.
The following fact is proved in [7, as and PrX"(O)b e P.,M(X') : P1M-*(X) e M-*(Xt) : M(Xil, where the above inclusion follows from Lemma 6(iii). Since, for each 7 € l, X, has multiplicity one, Proposition 7 implies that the spectral measure of Xl is singular with respect to m. Moreover, U is the shift operator of X, and X{ and M(x"") e M(x) g M(x) for every 7 € I. Thus X"(0)b e M"(X) for each b e B, which gives M(X") q M'(X). ("f. [3, p. 914-918] or [7, Lemma 2.21) . In that case the power of this decomposition is minimal. In a general case the power of the set I depends on the choice of a subset realizing (B).
(b) If a Hilbert space ä is separable, Proposition 3 obtains a stronger form. Namely, for a spectral measure E h H, there exists in this case the unique decomposition E : Eo * 8", where E" is a spectral measure in a subspace H" g H, E" is a spectral measure in a subspace H" e H, H" Off' : ä and E" <<ffi, E" is concentrated on a set of m-zero measure (then "8" and "8 (c) Suppose that X is a separable stationary process with the shift operator U and the spectral measure .F. By (b) it follows that there exists the unique decomposition F : Fo *.F'8 where F" << ffi, F" is concentrated on a set of n'L-zero measure. In fact, let .E be the spectral measure of. U. and every proces,s P;X (7 < i < *(X) * 1) is nonsingular, Fo is the spectral measureof X' and F" isthespectralmeasure of X". (P; denotestheorthogonal projection on sp{Ukx; : k e Z}, 7 1 i < m(X) + 1.)
